


SAFETY 

PLAY LOUD AND SAFE. Read through this information, follow the 
instructions and save the manual for future usage and reference. 

Do not expose the wiring ta your new speaker ta excessive damp ar 
moisture. lf the wiring is exposed it might result in electric failure, 
shock ar damage ta the product. Servicing is required when the 
product has been damaged in any way and/ar doesn't operate 
normally. Refer all servicing ta qualified service personnel only. 

Keep the cables inside the vehicle separate from sharp edges ar 
components that may be affected ar take damage. Follow the 
recommended cable sizes and always use high quality cables and 
accessories. Even if you're eager ta put the speaker ta use - take no 
shortcuts when installing the cables, make sure that all cannectors 
are pratected and secured. 

Da not drill any hales withaut checking what lies beneath, and don't 
cut anything withaut making sure that na impartant camponents risk 
being damaged. 

There is a first time for everything, if yau need help - ask a friend ar 
contact your local GAS AUDIO POWER dealer/installer. 

We want you ta experience your products ta the MAX, but we don't 
want you ta injure yourself ar others. Use camman sense, respect 
high pressure levels & valume, follaw your lacal laws and regulatians. 

Ta get the best performance out of your new speaker 
we strong ly suggest to use a highpass filter with at 
least 12 dB slope. 
Recommended cross over: 
HPF@ 5000Hz (12dB/Oct) for PT2-384 
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UNPACKING 

Unbaxing yaur new MAX product is an experience, make sure that the 
tweeters and all the accessories are included in the packaging: 

@� 
Manual 

(1pc) 

Capacitor 
(1pc) 

DIMENSIONS 
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Screws 
(4pcs) 
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V-type clips 
(4pcs) 

Manual 

(1pc) 
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